Timetable Lift

A change of methods and postures stimulates people to interact, get creative and be innovative. Timetable Lift allows teams
working around the table to alternate seamlessly between sitting and standing and present the results they’ve come up with
together. The table can be moved, configured by users themselves and, if required, is even cordless.
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Timetable Lift
615 range. Design: Andreas Störiko

Today, the mobile, multipurpose Timetable family, where the tables nest into one another, is more in line with the
needs of contemporary working environments than ever. Because it allows and encourages users to configure spaces
themselves, which is an important way of fostering innovation and the ability to change. The Timetable Lift range of
models opens up totally new options for innovation and project spaces. The height of these tables can be adjusted
electrically from 73 cm to 139 cm (293/4" to 543/4"), making the furniture ideal for sitting-standing hot desking concepts, for use as seminar or conference tables where postures change and as flexible choices for meeting spaces
or projection screens for presentations. They’re compact to stow away, wheel in as required, easy to set up and adjust
to the right height at the touch of a button.

615/00
Type: Bright chrome-plated foot section, black coated upright and underframe, laminate table top with bullnose wood lipping and an integrated impact-
resilient profile
75 x 150 cm (291/2" x 59"), height 73 – 139 cm (293/4" – 543/4")
(105.5 – 171.5 cm [411/2" – 671/2"] when the table top’s flipped up)
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Advantages

Teams can sit down while they’re discussing the task at hand
and switch from a standing to a presentation mode when it’s
time to collaborate by using the table’s surface. Thanks to
its magnetic whiteboard surface, which can be written on,
Timetable Lift becomes a versatile tool that encourages a
healthy style of working, creativity and interaction.
There’s a starter kit with a magnet holder, pens, wiper,
cleaning agent and magnets for when the table doubles
as a whiteboard.

The power outlet and the optional battery box, which can
be retrofitted at any time, are easy to access and compact to stash away in the mesh underneath the table
top. The fact that cordless operation’s possible, means
it doesn’t matter where sockets to the mains are located
and avoids the risk of anyone tripping over leads.
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As the Timetable Lift can be stowed away in a space-saving manner and just rolled to the position it’s required,
people working on a project can adapt the table to the
number of team members and layout in no time. And
what’s more, by pressing the flush-fitted button, its
height is precision adjustable and inspires users to alternate between sitting and standing. The AT ESP (which
stands for elevated seating position) office chair model
helps to integrate getting up intuitively into workflows,
creating a unique combination of maximum flexibility and
a state-of-the-art way of keeping people fit and healthy.
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Sizes

Timetable Lift is available with table tops in the following sizes: 75 x 150 cm,
80 x 160 cm, 90 x 180 cm, 100 x 200 cm (291/2" x 59", 311/2" x 63", 353/8" x 707/8",
393/8" x 783/4"). The choice of frame and table top surfaces as well as lipping taps
into a wide range of design options and ensures it can be combined perfectly with
the other Timetable models. It’s ideal for project and seminar rooms, meeting and
conference spaces or executive offices.

139
(54¾")
73
(29¾")

75 (29½")

Table top groups

Laminate, soft-matt laminate, veneer version 1 or 2
You can find all surfaces in our media center.

Foot section and upright

Bright chrome-plated or polished aluminum, coated in black or with a matte silver satin finish

You can find our current fabric collection in our media center.
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150 (59")

Edge profiles

Standard type: Bullnose with integrated impact-resilient profile
alternatively: Straight with integrated impact-resilient profile, straight plastic lipping

Bullnose edge with a black impact-

Bullnose edge with a white impact-

Coated bullnose edge with a black

resilient profile, table top 26 mm

resilient profile, table top 26 mm

impact-resilient profile, table top

(1") thick

(1") thick

26 mm (1") thick

Straight edge with a black impact-

Straight edge with a white impact-

Straight plastic lipping,

resilient profile, table top 26 mm

resilient profile, table top 26 mm

table top thickness 25 mm (1")

(1") thick

(1") thick
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Bild Sek. 14
The table’s easy to move about and battery operated, therefore setting a new standard in furnishing agile spaces and not just in terms of functionality:
The superior quality of Timetable Lift’s design reflects the premium placed on teamwork and innovativeness.
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